
Using an Apostrophe of Possession with
Plural Nouns

Complete the sentences by making the singular noun into a plural noun and by using the 
apostrophe of possession correctly.

Example: The scarves’ tassels are all red. (Noun: scarf)

The                                              shoes were all dirty. 

(Noun: boy)

 
The                                              habitat is grassy and dry. 

(Noun: lion)

 
The                                              summits were all covered in snow. 

(Noun: volcano)

 
The                                              flesh was too ripe. 

(Noun: mango)

 
The                                              dressing rooms are down the corridor. 

(Noun: actress)

 
The                                              toys were all over the room. 

(Noun: baby)

 
The                                              blades all needed sharpening. 

(Noun: knife)
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The boys’ shoes were all dirty. 

(Noun: boy)

 
The lions’ habitat is grassy and dry. 

(Noun: lion)

 
The volcanoes’ summits were all covered in snow. 

(Noun: volcano)

 
The mangoes’ flesh was too ripe. 

(Noun: mango)

 
The actresses’ dressing rooms are down the corridor. 

(Noun: actress)

 
The babies’ toys were all over the room. 

(Noun: baby)

 
The knives’ blades all needed sharpening. 

(Noun: knife)
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Using an Apostrophe of Possession with
Plural Nouns

Complete the sentences by making the singular noun into a plural noun and by using the 
apostrophe of possession correctly.

Example: The scarves’ tassels are all red. (Noun: scarf)

The                                              stables were warm and dry. 

(Noun: pony)

 
The                                              summits were all covered in snow. 

(Noun: volcano)

 
The                                              mood was great. 

(Noun: people)

 
The                                              dressing rooms are down the corridor. 

(Noun: actress)

 
The                                              clothes were dark blue. 

(Noun: thief)

 
The                                              blades all need sharpening. 

(Noun: knife)
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The ponies’ stables were warm and dry. 

(Noun: pony)

 
The volcanoes’ summits were all covered in snow. 

(Noun: volcano)

 
The people’s mood was great. 

(Noun: people)

 
The actresses’ dressing rooms are down the corridor. 

(Noun: actress)

 
The thieves’ clothes were dark blue. 

(Noun: thief)

 
The knives’ blades all need sharpening. 

(Noun: knife)
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Using an Apostrophe of Possession with
Plural Nouns

Complete the sentences by making the singular noun into a plural noun and by using the 
apostrophe of possession correctly.

Example: The scarves’ tassels are all red. (Noun: scarf)

The                                              shoes were all dirty. 

(Noun: boy)

 
All of the                                              desks were tidied. 

(Noun: teacher)

 
The                                              habitat is grassy and dry. 

(Noun: lion)

 
The                                              home is called a den. 

(Noun: fox)

 
The                                              hair all had to be tied back. 

(Noun: girl) 

 
The                                              summits were all covered in snow. 

(Noun: volcano)
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The boys’ shoes were all dirty. 

(Noun: boy)

 
All of the teachers’ desks were tidied. 

(Noun: teacher)

 
The lions’ habitat is grassy and dry. 

(Noun: lion)

 
The foxes’ home is called a den. 

(Noun: fox)

 
The girls’ hair all had to be tied back. 

(Noun: girl) 

 
The volcanoes’ summits were all covered in snow. 

(Noun: volcano)
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